Optimal sensor placement is a central challenge in the design, prediction, estimation, and control of high-dimensional systems. High-dimensional states can often leverage a latent low-dimensional representation, and this inherent compressibility enables sparse sensing. This article explores optimized sensor placement for signal reconstruction based on a tailored library of features extracted from training data. Sparse point sensors are discovered using the singular value decomposition and QR pivoting, which are two ubiquitous matrix computations that underpin modern linear dimensionality reduction. Sparse sensing in a tailored basis is contrasted with compressed sensing, a universal signal recovery method in which an unknown signal is reconstructed via a sparse representation in a universal basis. Although compressed sensing can recover a wider class of signals, we demonstrate the benefits of exploiting known patterns in data with optimized sensing. In particular, drastic reductions in the required number of sensors and improved reconstruction are observed in examples ranging from facial images to fluid vorticity fields. Principled sensor placement may be critically enabling when sensors are costly and provides faster state estimation for low-latency, high-bandwidth control.
sized search spaces, the sensor placement problem has well-known model-based solutions using optimal experiment design [1] , [2] , information theoretic and Bayesian criteria [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . We explore how to design optimal sensor locations for signal reconstruction in a framework that scales to arbitrarily large problems, leveraging modern techniques in machine learning and sparse sampling. Reducing the number of sensors through principled selection may be critically enabling when sensors are costly, and may also enable faster state estimation for low latency, high
Mathematical formulation of sensor selection
Many physical systems are described by a high-dimensional state x ∈ R n , yet the dynamics evolve on a low-dimensional attractor that can be leveraged for prediction and control. Thus, a state x that evolves according to nonlinear dynamicsẋ(t) = f (x(t)) will often have a compact representation in a transform basis Ψ. In a universal basis Ψ ∈ R n×n , such as Fourier or wavelet bases, x may have a sparse representation
where s is a sparse vector indicating which few modes of Ψ are active. In a tailored basis Ψ r ∈ R n×r , such as a proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) basis, x may have a low-rank representation
The central challenge in this work is to design a measurement matrix C ∈ R p×n consisting of a small number (p n) of optimized measurements
that facilitate accurate reconstruction of either s or a, and hence x. Combining (S1) and (S3) yields
which is referred to as the compressed sensing problem, while combining (S2) and (S3) yields y = (CΨ r )a = Θa.
In both cases, effective measurements C given a basis Ψ or Ψ r are chosen so that the operator Θ is well-conditioned for signal reconstruction. Thus, it is possible to solve for the sparse coefficients s or the low-rank coefficients a given the measurements y, either by 1 minimization in (S4) or pseudoinverse of Θ in (S5), respectively. The goal of this work is to optimize the measurements in C. Moreover, in many physical applications, it is desired that C consists of rows of the identify matrix, corresponding to individual point sensors of individual components of x.
bandwidth control.
This article explores optimized sensor placement for signal reconstruction based on a tailored library of features extracted from training data. In this paradigm, optimized sparse sensors are computed using a powerful sampling scheme based on the matrix QR factorization and singular value decomposition. Both procedures are natively implemented in modern scientific computing software, and Matlab code supplements are provided for all examples in this paper [8] . These datadriven computations are more efficient and easier to implement than the convex optimization meth- There are myriad complex systems that would benefit from principled, scaleable sensor and actuator placement, including fluid flow control [9] , power grid optimization [10] , epidemiological modeling and suppression [11] , bio-regulatory network monitoring and control [12] , and highperformance computing [13] , [14] , to name only a few. In applications where individual sensors are expensive, reducing the number of sensors through principled design may be critically enabling. In applications where fast decisions are required, such as in high performance computing or feedback control, computations may be accelerated by minimizing the number of sensors required. In other words, low-dimensional computations may be performed directly in the sensor space.
Scaleable optimization of sensor and actuator placement is a grand challenge problem, with tremendous potential impact and considerable mathematical depth. With existing mathematical machinery, optimal placement can only be determined in general using a brute-force combinatorial search. Although this approach has been successful in small-scale problems [15] , a combinatorial search does not scale well to larger problems.
Moore's law of exponentially increasing computer power cannot keep pace with this combinatorial growth in complexity.
Despite the challenges of sensing and actuation in a high-dimensional, possibly nonlinear dynamical system, there are promising indicators that this problem may be tractable with modern techniques. High-dimensional systems, such as are found in fluids, epidemiology, neuroscience, and the power grid, typically exhibit dominant coherent structures that evolve on a low-dimensional attractor. Indeed, much of the success of modern machine learning rests on the ability to identify and take advantage of patterns and features in highdimensional data. These low-dimensional patterns are often identified using dimensionality reduction techniques [16] such as the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) [17] , [18] , [19] , which is a variant of principal component analysis (PCA), or more recently via dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , diffusion maps [24] , [25] , [26] , etc. In control theory, balanced truncation [27] , balanced proper orthogonal decomposition (BPOD) [28] , [29] , and the eigensystem realization algorithm (ERA) [30] , have been successfully applied to obtain control-oriented reduced-order models for many high-dimensional systems.
In addition to advances in dimensionality reduction, key developments in optimization, compression, and the geometry of sparse vectors in high-dimensional spaces are providing powerful new techniques to obtain approximate solutions to NP-hard, combinatorially difficult problems in scaleable convex optimization architectures. For example, compressed sensing [31] , [32] , [33] provides convex algorithms to solve the combinatorial sparse signal reconstruction problem with high probability. Ideas from compressed sensing have been used to determine the optimal sensor locations for categorical decisions based on high-dimensional data [34] . Recently, compressed sensing, sparsity-promoting algorithms such as the lasso regression [35] , [36] , [37] , and machine learning have been increasingly applied to characterize and control dynamical systems [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] , [43] , [44] , [45] , [46] , [47] . These techniques have been effective in modeling high-dimensional fluid systems using POD [48] and DMD [49] , [50] , [51] , [52] . Information criteria [53] , [54] has also been leveraged for the sparse identification of nonlinear dynamics [42] , as in [55] , [56] , and may also be useful for sensor placement.
Thus, key advances in two fields are fundamentally changing our approach to the acquisition and analysis of data from complex dynamical systems: 1) machine learning, which exploits patterns in data for low-dimensional representations, and 2) sparse sampling, where a full signal can be reconstructed from a small subset of measurements. The combination of machine learning and sparse sampling is synergistic, in that underlying low-rank representations facilitate sparse measurements. Exploiting coherent structures underlying a large state space allows us to estimate and control systems with few measurements and sparse actuation. Low-dimensional, data-driven sensing and control is inspired in part by the high performance exhibited by biological organisms, such as an insect that performs robust, high-performance flight control in a turbulent fluid environment with minimal sensing and low-latency control [57] . They provide proof-by-existence that it is possible to assimilate sparse measurements and perform lowdimensional computations to interact with coherent structures in a high-dimensional system (i.e., a turbulent fluid).
Here we explore two competing perspectives on high-dimensional signal reconstruction: 1) the use of compressed sensing based on random measurements in a universal encoding basis, and 2) the use of highly specialized sensors for reconstruction in a tailored basis, such as POD or DMD.
These choices are also discussed in the context of feedback control. Many competing factors impact control design, and a chief consideration is the latency in making a control decision, with large latency imposing limitations on robust performance [58] , [59] . Thus, for systems with fast dynamics and complex coherent structures, it is important to make control decisions quickly based on efficient low-order models, with sensors and actuators placed strategically to gather information and exploit sensitivities in the dynamics.
Extensions to dynamics, control, and multiscale physics
Data-driven sensor selection is generally used for instantaneous full-state reconstruction, despite the fact that many signals are generated by a dynamical system [60] , [19] . Even in reduced-order models, sensors are typically used to estimate nonlinear terms instantaneously without taking advantage of the underlying dynamics. However, it is well known that for linear control systems [59] , [58] , the high-dimensional state may be reconstructed with few sensors, if not a single sensor, by leveraging the time history in conjunction with a model of the dynamics, as exemplified by the Kalman filter [61] , [62] . In dynamic estimation and control, prior placement of sensors and actuators is generally assumed. Extending the sensor placement optimization to the model reduction [27] , [28] , [29] and system identification [30] , [63] , [64] , [65] of linear control systems is an important avenue of ongoing work. In particular, sensors and actuators may be chosen to increase the volume of the controllability and observability Gramians, related to the original balanced truncation literature [27] . More generally, sensor and actuator placement may be optimized for robustness [66] , [67] , or for network control and consensus problems [68] , [69] , [70] , [71] , [72] .
The sensor placement algorithms discussed above are rooted firmly in linear algebra, making them readily extensible to linear control systems.
Recent advances in dynamical systems are providing techniques to embed nonlinear systems in a linear framework through a suitable choice of measurement functions of the state, opening up the possibility of optimized sensing for nonlinear systems. Much of the modern Koopman operator theory has been recently developed [74] , [75] , [76] , [77] , and it has been shown that under certain conditions DMD approximates the Koopman operator [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] ; sensor fusion is also possible in the Koopman framework [78] . Recently, Koopman analysis has been used to develop nonlinear esti-mators [79] , [80] and controllers [81] , although establishing rigorous connections to control theory is an ongoing effort [82] , [83] , [84] . Koopman theory has also been used to analyze chaotic dynamical systems from time-series data [85] , [86] , relying on the Takens embedding [87] , which is related to sensor selection.
Beyond extending sensor selection to nonlinear systems and control, there is a significant opportunity to apply principled sensor selection to multiscale systems. Turbulence is an important high-dimensional system that exhibits multiscale phenomena [19] , [88] , [89] . Data-driven approaches have been used to characterize turbulent systems [9] , including clustering [90] , network theory [91] , [92] , DMD-based model reduction [93] , [94] , and local POD subspaces [95] , to name a few. Recently, a multiresolution DMD has been proposed [96] , where a low-dimensional subspace may locally characterize the attractor, despite a high-dimensional global attractor. This approach may significantly reduce the number of sensors needed for multiscale problems.
Compressed sensing: Random measurements in a universal basis
The majority of natural signals, such as images and audio, are highly compressible, meaning that when the signal is written in an appropriate coordinate system, only a few basis modes are active.
These few values corresponding to the large mode amplitudes must be stored for accurate reconstruc- example". The theory of compressed sensing [32] , [31] , [97] , [98] , [99] , [100] , [33] , [101] inverts this compression paradigm. Instead of collecting highdimensional measurements just to compress and discard most of the information, it may be possible to collect a low-dimensional subsample or compression of the data and then infer the sparse vector of coefficients in the transformed coordinate system.
Theory of compressed sensing
Mathematically, a compressible signal x ∈ R n may be written as a sparse vector s ∈ R n in a new basis Ψ ∈ R n×n such that
The vector s is called K-sparse if there are exactly K nonzero elements. To be able to represent any = = y C Ψ s Θ s Figure 1 : Compressed sensing provides the sparsest solution to an underdetermined linear system. natural signal, rather than just those from a tailored category, the basis Ψ must be complete.
Consider a set of measurements y ∈ R p , obtained via a measurement matrix C ∈ R p×n , which
In general, for p < n (2) is underdetermined, and there are infinitely many solutions. The least least squaressquares (minimum s 2 ) solution is not sparse, and typically yields poor reconstruction.
Instead, knowing that natural signals are sparse, we seek the sparsest s consistent with the measurements y,
where s 0 is the 0 pseudo-norm corresponding to the number of non-zero entries of s. Unfortunately, this optimization problem is intractable, requiring a combinatorial brute-force search across all sparse vectors s. A major innovation of compressed sensing is a set of conditions on the measurement matrix C that allow the nonconvex 0 -minimization in (3) to be relaxed to the convex 1 -minimization [98] , [102] 
where
This formulation is shown schematically in Fig. 1 .
For the 1 -minimization in (4) to yield the sparsest solution in (3) with high probability, the measurements C must be chosen so that Θ = CΨ satisfies a restricted isometry property (RIP)
where δ K is a small positive restricted isometry constant [103] , [100] . In particular, there are two conditions on C for a RIP to be satisfied for all K-sparse vectors s:
1) The measurements C must be incoherent with respect to the basis Ψ. This incoherence means that the rows of C are sufficiently uncorrelated with the columns of Ψ, as quan-
Small µ indicates better incoherent measurements, with an optimal value of µ = 1. Here, c k denotes the k-th row of C and ψ j the jth column of Ψ, both of which are assumed to be normalized. A more detailed discussion about incoherence and the RIP may be found in [33] , [100] .
2) The number of measurements p must satisfy [99] , [98] , [33] , [100] , [104] p ∼ O(K log(n/K)).
The K log(n/K) term above is generally mul- One of the major results of compressed sensing is that random projection measurements of the state (i.e., entries of C that are Bernoulli or Gaussian random variables) are incoherent with respect to nearly any generic basis Ψ [99] , [97] , [32] . This result is truly remarkable; however, the incoherence of random projections is not optimal, and typically scales as µ ∼ 2 log(n). Moreover, it may be difficult to obtain random projections of the full state x in physical applications.
There are many alternative strategies to solve for the sparsest solution to (2) . Greedy algorithms are often used [105] , [106] , [107] , [108] , [109] , including the compressed sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP) algorithm [110] . In addition, there is additional theory about how sparse the random projections may be for compressed sensing [111] , [112] .
Compressed sensing example
As a simple example, we consider a sparse signal that is constructed as the sum of three distinct cosine waves,
The Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem [113] , [114] states that for full signal reconstruction,
we must sample at twice the highest frequency 
Optimal sparse sensing in a tailored basis
The compressed sensing strategy above is ideal for the recovery of a high-dimensional signal of unknown content using random measurements in a universal basis. However, if information is available about the type of signal (e.g., the signal is a for data-driven sensor selection has largely been overlooked. We will focus on this formulation of sensor selection and explore sparse, convex, and greedy optimization methods for solving it. We begin with brief expositions on POD and our mathematical formulation of sensor placement, followed by an overview of related work in design of experiments and sparse sampling. We conclude this section with our generalized sensor selection method that connects empirical interpolation methods, such as QR pivoting to optimize condition number, with D-optimal experimental design [117] . The QR pivoting method described in "Sparse sensor placement with QR pivoting" is particularly favorable, as it is fast, simple to implement, and provides nearly optimal sensors tailored to a data-driven POD basis. Finally, the distinctions between compressed sensing and our data-driven sensing are summarized in "Sidebar:
Sidebar: Proper orthogonal decomposition and eigenfaces
One of the most visually striking and intuitive applications of proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is the feature extraction of facial images. These POD eigenmodes of these datasets are called eigenfaces due to their resemblance to generic human faces. We demonstrate this application of POD on the extended Yale B dataset [115] , [116] , consisting of cropped and aligned images of several individuals in different lighting conditions. We obtain a resized version of the dataset in the form of Matlab data files from [S1]. Each image is a 32 × 32 matrix of grayscale pixel values, reshaped into a column vector of length 1024 and assembled into a data matrix X. This example, detailed in "Extended Yale B eigenfaces", is a benchmark problem for sensor selection. Matlab code for obtaining eigenfaces from training images is provided. First, training images are used to assemble a mean-subtracted data matrix. meanface = mean(X,2); X = X-repmat(meanface,1,size(X,2)); % mean centered data
Next, POD eigenfaces are obtained using the singular value decomposition of the data matrix.
Outputs from both code snippets are visualized in Figure F2 . Training images from the Extended Yale B dataset
First ten POD eigenfaces Figure F2 : Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) modes successfully recover important facial information such as the main facial features (eyes, nose, mouth) followed by depth information (brows, ridges, chin).
References
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Comparison -Sparse sensing methods".
Proper orthogonal decomposition
POD is a widespread data-driven dimensionality reduction technique [18] , [19] used in many domains; it is also commonly known as the Karhunen-Loève expansion, principal component analysis (PCA) [118] , and empirical orthogonal functions [119] . POD expresses high-dimensional states x ∈ R n as linear combinations of a small number of orthonormal eigenmodes ψ (i.e., POD modes) that define a low-dimensional embedding space. States are projected into this POD subspace, yielding a reduced representation that can be used to streamline tasks that would normally be expensive in the high-dimensional state space. This low-rank embedding does not come for free, but instead requires training data to tailor the POD basis to a specific problem. POD is illustrated on a simple example of extracting coherent features in images of human faces in "Sidebar: Proper orthogonal decomposition and eigenfaces".
A low-dimensional representation of x in terms of POD coefficients a can be lifted back to the full state with a linear combination of POD modes,
For time-series data x i , the coefficients a k (t i 
The matrices Ψ r and V r contain the first r columns 
where X = Ψ r Σ r V T r , and · F is the Frobenius norm. The low-dimensional vector of POD coefficients for a state x is given by the orthogonal projection a = Ψ T r x. Thus, the POD is a widely used dimensionality reduction technique for highdimensional systems. This reduction allows computational speedup of numerical time-stepping, parameter estimation, and control.
Choosing the intrinsic target rank without magnifying noise in the data is a difficult task.
In practice, r is often chosen by thresholding the singular values to capture some percentage of the variance in the data. An optimal hard threshold is derived in [121] based on the singular value distribution and aspect ratio of the data matrix, assuming additive Gaussian white noise of unknown variance. This threshold criterion has been effective in practice, even in cases where the noise is likely not Gaussian.
Sensor placement for reconstruction
We optimize sensor placement specifically to reconstruct high-dimensional states from point measurements, given data-driven or tailored bases.
Recall that full states may be expressed as an unknown linear combination of basis vectors
where Ψ jk is the coordinate form of Ψ r from (S2).
Effective sensor placement results in a point measurement matrix C that is optimized to recover the modal mixture a from sensor outputs y. Point measurements require that the sampling matrix C ∈ R p×n be structured in the following way
where e j are the canonical basis vectors for R n with a unit entry at index j and zeros elsewhere.
Note that point measurements are fundamentally different than the suggested random projections of compressive sensing. The measurement matrix results in the linear system
where C ij is the coordinate form of C from (S3).
The observations in y consist of p elements selected
where γ = {γ 1 , . . . , γ p } ⊂ {1, . . . , n} denotes the index set of sensor locations with cardinality |γ| = p.
When x is unknown, it can be reconstructed by approximating the unknown basis coefficients a with the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, a = Θ † y = (CΨ r ) † y. Equivalently, the reconstruction
Sidebar: Condition number
The condition number of a matrix Θ gives a measure of how sensitive matrix multiplication or inversion is to errors in the input, with larger condition number indicating worse performance. The condition number κ(Θ) is the ratio of the maximum and minimum singular values of Θ
To see the effect of the condition number on matrix multiplication, consider a square, invertible Θ and an input signal x that is contaminated by noise x . Further, we consider the worst-case scenario where x is aligned with the right singular vector of Θ corresponding to the minimum singular value σ min (Θ) and where the error x is aligned with the right singular vector of Θ corresponding to the maximum singular value σ max (Θ). Thus, error is scaled by σ max while the signal is scaled by σ min
Thus, we see that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is reduced by a factor equal to the condition number,
If the condition number is large, then error can be amplified relative to the signal. The ideal condition number is 1, where Θ has all singular values equal to 1, for example if Θ is a unitary matrix. Similarly, the sensitivity of the matrix inverse to error is also related to the condition number
Again, worst-case scenario errors in the inversion are amplified by the condition number (this time with the error being aligned with the singular vector corresponding to minimum singular value).
In general, a random error x or y will have some component in this worst-case direction, and will be amplified by the maximum singular value of Θ or Θ −1 . Thus, it is desirable to explicitly control the condition number of Θ = CΨ r by choice of the row selection operator C. For invertible matrices, the condition numbers of Θ and Θ −1 are the same. The discussion above generalizes for rectangular Θ.
is obtained usinĝ
A schematic of sparse sampling in a tailored basis Ψ r is shown in Fig. 3 . The optimal sensor locations are those that permit the best possible reconstructionx. Thus, the sensor placement problem seeks rows of Ψ r , corresponding to point sensor locations in state space, that optimally condition inversion of the matrix Θ. For brevity in the following discussion we denote the matrix to be inverted [123] , ocean modeling [124] and aerodynamics [125] . More recently, variants of the so-called empirical interpolation method (EIM, DEIM and Q-DEIM) [126] , [127] , [128] have provided near optimal sampling for interpolative reconstruction of nonlinear terms in ROMs. This work examines an approximate greedy solution given by the matrix QR factorization with column pivoting of Ψ T r , which builds upon the Q-DEIM method [128] . 
This works because matrix volume is also the product of diagonal entries r ii
Furthermore, the oversampled case p > r may be solved using the pivoted QR factorization of Ψ r Ψ T r , where the column pivots are selected from n candidate state space locations based on the observation that
where we drop the absolute value since the determinant of ΘΘ T is nonnegative. 
Sidebar: QR pivoting code
The QR pivoting procedure of Algorithm 1 can be concisely implemented using the given Matlab code. The pivoted QR factorization (Algorithm 2) is called within this code using the native Matlab qr() subroutine. The variable Psi_r stores the given data-driven tailored basis Ψ r , and the desired list of sensor indices (QR pivots) is returned within the pivot variable. The QR factorization is implemented and optimized in most standard scientific computing packages and libraries, including Matlab, LA-PACK, NumPy, among many others. In addition to software-enabled acceleration, QR runtime can be significantly reduced by terminating the procedure after the first p pivots are obtained. The operation can be accelerated further using randomized techniques, for instance, by the random selection of the next pivot [128] or by using random projections to select blocks of pivots [132] , [133] , [134] . "Sidebar:
QR pivoting fails to exploit sparsity" shows why QR pivoting does not find the sparsest vector in an universal basis for compressed sensing.
The sparse sensor placement problem we have posed here is related to machine learning concepts of variable and feature selection [35] , [135] . Such sensor (feature) selection concepts generalize to data-driven classification. For image classification using linear discriminant analysis (LDA), sparse sensors may be selected that map via POD modes into the discriminating subspace [34] . Moreover, sparse classification within libraries of POD modes γ ← [γ, γ k ] return γ [136] , [137] , [40] can be improved by augmenting DEIM samples with a genetic algorithm [138] or adapting QR pivots for classification [57] . Sparse sensing has additionally been explored in signal processing for sampling and estimating signals over graphs [139] , [140] , [141] , [142] .
Relation to optimal experimental design
The matrix volume objective described above is closely related to D-optimal experiment design [117] ; in fact, the two problems are identical when regarding the tailored basis Ψ r as a set of n candidate experiments of a low-dimensional subspace. Classical experimental design selects the best p out of n candidate experiments for estimating r unknown parameters a ∈ R r . Each experiment, denoted θ i , produces one output y i that may include zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian noise ξ ∼ N (0, η 2 ). Again, we wish to estimate the parameters from p experiment outputs y ∈ R p in the following linear system,
which is equivalent to the state reconstruction formulation of gappy POD [122] . In Matlab notation
we sometimes refer to CΨ r as Ψ r (γ, :). Given experiment selections indexed by γ, the estimation error covariance is given by
D-optimal subset selection minimizes the error covariance by maximizing the matrix volume of M γ = Θ T Θ:
which is equivalent to (18) . Similarly, A-optimal and E-optimal design criteria optimize the trace and spectral radius of Θ T Θ, and are equivalent to (17) and (16), respectively. The exact solutions of these optimization problems are intractable, and they are generally solved using heuristics. This is most commonly accomplished by solving the convex relaxation with a linear constraint on sensor weights β,
Sidebar: QR pivoting fails to exploit sparsity
The QR pivoting algorithm can be used to efficiently find a sparse solution of an underdetermined linear system y = Θs. In fact, in Matlab, this is as simple as using the '\' command:
However, QR pivoting does not always provide the sparsest solution. In addition, the pivot locations, and hence the nonzero entries in s, are determined entirely by Θ. Therefore, the structure of the nonzero coefficients in s have nothing to do with the specific signal or measurements. Given p > K measurements of an unknown signal in a universal basis, the QR pivot algorithm will fail in two ways: 1) it will return a sparse vector with p nonzero elements (instead of the desired K nonzero elements), and 2) the nonzero elements will not depend on the frequency content of the actual signal. This observation is illustrated on two test images in Figure F3 . Notice that the sparse coefficients for both the mountain and cappuccino are the same, resulting in poor image reconstruction. (b) Reconstruction. Even at nearly 50% pixel sampling, least squares regression using the universal Fourier basis is unable to recover the characteristic frequencies. This is because backslash sets the number of nonzero entries in the solution to the number of samples. Additional constraints are needed to recover the true coefficients, which is possible with compressed sensing.
Figure F3
The optimized sensors are obtained by selecting the largest sensor weights from β. The iterative methods employed to solve this problem, i.e., convex optimization and semidefinite programs [1] , [2] , require matrix factorizations of n×n matrices in each iteration. Therefore they are computationally more expensive than the QR pivoting methods, which cost one matrix factorization in total. Greedy 
sampling methods such as EIM and QR are practical for sensor placement within a large number of candidate locations in fine spatial grids; hence, they are the methods of choice in reduced-order modeling [143] . The various optimization methods for data-driven sensor selection are summarized in Table 1 . 
Comparison of methods

Sidebar: Other tailored bases -polynomial interpolation
Suppose x ∈ R n is a suitably fine discretization of the interval [0, 1]. We may construct a degree r polynomial interpolant of a function f (x) on this interval by forming the n × r Vandermonde basis
It is well-known that equispaced interpolation in the Vandermode basis is ill-conditioned; the most commonly used alternatives are Chebyshev or Legendre bases with non-equispaced points that satisfy a non-uniform density on the interval. Similar to the discussion above, we seek the (near) best interpolation samples (sensors) for interpolating arbitrary functions within this basis. This is an equivalent formulation to the above, except the basis under consideration is a tailored basis and not a data-driven one, however, the same sampling methodologies apply. The resulting samples, in the non data-driven case, are general enough for sampling any well-behaved univariate function. Below we apply QR sampling on the polynomial basis functions to demonstrate the power of optimized sampling.
This application of QR pivoting to find near-optimal Fekete points for polynomial interpolation was first introduced in [S2]. Matlab implementation code for polynomial interpolation is listed below, and the comparison between equispaced and QR interpolation samples is shown in Figure F4 . 
Sidebar: Selecting number of sensors p and rank r for flow past a cylinder
An overarching goal of optimized sensor placement is choosing the fewest p sensors for reconstruction. This sparse sensor optimization is facilitated by low-rank structure in the data (Fig. F5a ) and inherently involves a trade-off between the number of sensors and reconstruction accuracy. As seen in Fig. F5b , effective sensor optimization moves the elbow of the reconstruction error curve down and to the left, indicating accurate reconstruction with few sensors. Reducing the number of sensors may be critically enabling when sensors are expensive or when low computational latency is desired. Normalized singular values and selected eigenfaces. Facial information progressively decreases across selected eigenfaces, and no facial features can be readily discerned beyond eigenface r = 166, the optimal modal truncation value according to [121] .
some metric over all locations. However, this metric (e.g., the approximation residual or the largest singular value) is recomputed at every iteration.
The QR factorization is significantly faster than convex optimization methods used in optimal design of experiments, which typically require one matrix factorization per iteration.
In fact, convex optimization methods that relax the subset selection to weighted sensor placement provide no bounds for deviation from the global optimum, partly because rounding procedures are employed on the weights to decide the final selection. However, reconstruction error bounds for the globally optimal selection are known for DEIM [127] , Q-DEIM [128] and related POD sampling methods [123] , [124] . Furthermore, QR pivoting can achieve significant accuracy gains over DEIM by oversampling -when p = 2r QR reconstruction error is 4x smaller than that of DEIM. It should be noted that while DEIM has not yet been extended to the p > r case, oversampling methods exist for other POD-sampling methods [123] , [124] . However, the iterative procedures involved in the latter are typically more expensive.
Recent accelerated variants of greedy principled sampling [147] may permit oversampling for large n, when oversampled QR storage requirements would be excessive. In the cylinder flow case, we bypass this storage requirement by uniformly downsampling the fine grid by a factor of 5 in each spatial direction, thus reducing the number of candidate sensor locations to n = 3600 instead of n = 89351.
Extended Yale B eigenfaces
Image processing and computer vision commonly involve high-resolution data with dimension determined by the number of pixels. Cameras and recording devices capture massive images with rapidly increasing pixel and temporal resolution. However, most pixel information in an image can be discarded for subject identification and automated decision-making tasks.
The extended Yale B face database [115] , [116] is a canonical dataset used for facial recognition, and it is an ideal test bed for recovering lowrank structure from high-dimensional pixel space. Figure 7 : Comparison of reconstruction and sensor selection methods. QR sensors emphasize facial features such as the eyes, nose and mouth, and hence achieve adequate reconstruction with as few as 166 sensors (16% of all pixels). Least squares ( 2 ) reconstruction with 50 QR sensors (5% of pixels) surpasses the performance of compressed sensing with 300 random pixels. In comparison, compressed sensing requires 600 sampled pixels for comparable recovery, while 2 reconstruction with random sensors is consistently poor. eigenfaces, and selected pixels shown in Fig. 7 cluster around important facial features -eyes, nose and mouth.
Image reconstructions in Fig. 7 are estimated from the same number of selected pixels as the number of modes used for reconstruction. For instance, the 50 eigenface reconstruction is uniquely constructed from 50 selected pixels out of 1024 total -5% of available pixels. Even at lower pixel selection rates, least squares reconstruction from QR selected pixels is more successful at filling in missing data and recovering the subject's face.
For comparison, reconstruction of the same face from random pixels using compressed sensing is shown in Fig. 7 . Compressed sensing in a universal Fourier basis demonstrates progressively improved global feature recovery. However, more than triple the pixels are required for the same quality of reconstruction as in QR selection. [2] , and both are close to the optimal proper orthogonal decomposition approximation using the full state. In contrast to the convex method, QR sensors are obtained at reduced computational cost using the QR factorization of Ψ r Ψ T r . Both methods outperform an equal number of randomly selected sensors.
Moreover, the convex 1 optimization procedure is extremely expensive compared to the single 2 regression on subsampled eigenfaces. Therefore Comparison of methods for reconstruction of a single snapshot from sensors. QR selected sensors filter uninformative features and achieve better reconstruction. In comparison, random sensors achieve poor reconstruction with least squares ( 2 ) and compressed sensing. As the number of proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) modes is increased, modal approximation with the full state (top row) only gets marginally better, which indicates additional features contribute low-energy uninformative features. Hence 2 reconstruction expresses low-energy POD modes and suffers from overfitting, with both random and to a lesser extent, QR sensors. Table T1 the distinction between two competing perspectives for signal recovery: compressed sensing and data-driven sensing in a tailored basis. Compressed sensing recovers an unknown, underdetermined signal, by sparsity-promoting 1 minimization. Figure F6 further illustrates the q norm constraints (0 ≤ q ≤ 1), which promote sparsity of the solution. This approach mandates random measurements to maintain incoherence with the basis and requires O(K log n K ) measurements, where K is the signal's sparsity within this basis. In contrast, data-driven sensing requires only as many optimized samples as the data's intrinsic rank r, where r is often much smaller than K. Sensor locations are thus selected to be informative based on system structure, yielding compressed measurements that streamline subsequent analysis, particularly when the original system is high-dimensional. Although compressed sensing can recover a wider range of signals, random sensing and convex optimization procedures may be impractical for high-dimensional, structured signals encountered in physical systems. In these cases, data-driven sensing is beneficial since it permits a drastic reduction in the required number of sensors and downstream computation. 
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